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    Trace description GPS traces

    

 

Mise à jour de référentiel géographique par 
fusion multi-source de données collaboratives

Context and Objective
Nowadays, needs for very up to date referential spatial data increase 
significantly. Thus, a continuous update of authoritative spatial databases 
becomes highly demanding task in both aspects, technical and financial. In the 
same time, alternative sources of spatial data, such as Volunteered 
Geographical Information – VGI (Goodchild, 2007) seems to be suitable 
solution. This data is easy available and is being collected in almost every 
moment somewhere in the world. 

The main objective of our research is proposing a method for identifying 
potential updates in authoritative spatial databases using VGI data, more 
precisely GPS tracks. We identified walkway and tractor as very challenging 
types of roads for continuous update due to their intermittent nature (e.g. they 
appear and disappear almost on a weekly basis) and various landscape (e.g. 
forest, high mountains, seashore, etc.). Even though, these types of roads are 
not of the highest priority for a national mapping agency, they are still very 
important for production of touristic maps and for other different applications 
such as defense, sport activities, etc. That is why we have focused on GPS traces 
obtained in sport activities. 

Evaluation of matching links
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 Spatial databases of IGN

GPS traces obtained from:
           

● Walking, Running, Cycling, Hiking  

 
The traces are stored on the web-sites or in the databases
connected to the web-sites

Contained information:
more relevant                 less relevant

                         

 Update of road network data set of NSDI repositories of IGN is continuous  in the 
case of BDUni® but not in the case of BDcomplémentaire®

Particular challenges have been noticed in update of following two types of roads: 
 Sentier  and  Chemin

●  They are not of the highest priority, but are important for connectivity of road 
network, especially  for the purposes of Scan25 and Top25 creation 

●  It is very difficult to classify those two types of roads  through the process of 
stereo-restitution. Moreover, they appear and disappeare almost on a 
mounthly basis - intermittent

ChemainSentier

Since the final result is supposed to be an alert about changes in referential database, links between 
homologues objects obtained in data matching process ought to be evaluated.

Process of evaluation consists of two phases:  Data fusion and Evaluation of data quality

VGI DATA QUALITY

DATA FUSION

Evaluation of data quality is being conducted by analysing VGI data itself – intrinsic approach 
(Batini & Scannapieco, 2006) 

 Mathematical and statistical methods which could be applied:

Linear regression Kriging

Prior to final decision for creation of an alert for update or not, additional information about all 
specific situation will be extracted from different sources 

Data fusion schema         Different sources

Spatial quality indicators
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